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地址 CP GLASS S.A.
BA Glass 
29 Marii Konopnickiej Street 
30-302 Kraków 

国家 波兰

互联网 www.canpack.eu

 

证书 ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 2200:2005 and HACCP based on ISO 22000.

联系人
Contact 1. 女士 Angelika Lizowska 

Sales 

产品/机械
CP Glass supplies Customers with flint, green and amber glass containers, produced in two currently available methods; blow - blow (BB) and press -
blow (PB) together with its developed version narrow neck press blow (NNPB). Numerous designs and processes available to customize glass
containers meeting the most sophisticated Customer's needs.

The range of products includes glass containers and bottles with unconventional shapes and colours, uncommon cap and closure types, customized
engraving and many other features designed to follow the contemporary market trends in product packaging. CP Glass S.A. has achieved its strong
market position, in relatively short period of time, by offering high quality glass containers produced on the state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies,
supporting by extraordinary skills of the employees. CP Glass ensure quick and reliable supplies of container glass.

产品和背景
CP Glass S.A. is a joint stock company established in Poland, with its headquarters in Cracow.

In June 2005 Orzesze Glassworks was acquired by CP Glass S.A. to become part of the Can Pack Group. The Group is one of the most
technologically advanced manufacturers of packgagings in Europe. The glass bottle supplemented the Group’s selling offer traditionally addressed to
the beverage industry.

The Can-Pack Group modernized HSO technologically, implemented quality management procedures, corporate governance procedures and strict
procedure for management of production costs and assets.

The acquisition of the glassworks in Orzesze activated a number of processes aimed at increasing the quality of glass packagings manufactured by
the plant. The glassworks mastered NNPB technology applied in the production of thin walled bottles, minimized the share of defective products in the
total production, reduced the weight of packagings and improved the speed of moulding.

CP Glass S.A. is a member company of Can Pack Group and a dynamically growing enterprise, manufacturing and supplying glass containers to the
most demanding Customers across Europe and Asia. At CP Glass, we manufacture containers for the beverage, brewing and spirits industries as well
as for food. 
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Company Profile of CP GLASS S.A.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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